
ESSAY QUESTIONS FOR NOVELS

Some Questions to Use in Analyzing Novels. Questions relating to the analysis of PLOT. 1. Who is the protagonist of
this novel? Identify him/her quickly by name.

Why do you suppose Miss Austen once said that Emma is "a heroine whom no one but myself will much like?
Discuss Morrison's use of inverted world order in the novel. How is the degree of tension appropriate to the
design of the novel as a whole? Coming of age do the main characters experience a tough lesson that makes
them grow? Are the contrasts simple and clear-cut? Can a satirist be thoroughly detached from what he is
writing about? If you could give the main character in your book some advice, what would you tell him or
her? If the author of this novel has implied such a force or being, what are its attributes and what is its
relationship to man? Think about a supporting character in your book. Generalize, to show what the novelist
seems to regard as the chief area in which human destiny is formed. How do they function thematically in
relation to Emma? In what ways is the setting important to the theme of the novel? What authors, literary
circles, or movements did the present novelist support or attack, imitate, join, or depart from? Critics have
remarked that the character Emma refuses to let herself be basically involved with or committed to
fundamental human concerns. Is only one structure involved? In general, are the events of this novel made
sufficiently probable to support its total design? How would the book be different if that character did not
exist? If you were in the story, what would your relationship be to the main character? What kind of breadth or
narrowness of vision is generated for the reader by the point of view employed in the novel? Discuss a
decision that a character makes with which you either agree or disagree, and give your reasons. How do you
know? Why or why not? If so, where does the unity lie â€” in the plot, the characters, the setting, the theme,
the style, the mood? Does this novel as a whole seem to be high-tension or low-tension? List three facts about
this book. Is the reader aware of it most of the time? Describe their transformations, citing examples from the
text to support your answer. Consider in order the instances when Emma arrives at some degree of
self-knowledge. Can you relate these instances to the plot pattern? Is Emma a unified novel?


